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Negative Z

Includes:

• Negative Z Instrument
• Negative Z Headstrap

How it Works:
This adjusting tool can be used to correct; the "skull locked 
in extension on the atlas", "skull locked in flexion on the 
atlas", and lower cervical spine lateral displacement. 
Available in regular and baby size.

Baby Negative Z Negative Z

Things to Remember: The best results happen when the patient is participating in 
the mobilization. Ask the patient to pus h their neck against the sling while the 
toggles are performed. This will ensure the patient i s not holding their neck off of the 
sling and increases the momentum that is necessary to complete the mobilization. 
Multiple toggles may be necessary; 3 or more toggles are usually requi red to cause 
the skull to flex and complete this mobilization.

MAINTENANCE: Pettibon System recommends replacing products as needed - especially if they are under 
continuous use. If wear is noticed, replace IMMEDIATELY. Clinic use: replace often for maximum benefits. 
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1. Have the patient lie supine on a firm table with the top
flat. Ensure the patient’s knees are up and feet flat on
table.

2.Place the Negative Z so that the sling is one finger-
width below the base of the occiput and is blocking the
atlas.

3.Place the head strap on the back of the patient’s head
and have the patient hold one end of the strap in each
hand.

4.Instruct the patient to hold their head flexed by pulling
on the strap, keeping mouth closed and chin tucked
down toward the chest while keeping the back of the
head in contact with the sling of the Negative Z.

5.Check placement of the sling and readjust if necessary.
6.Raise the drop piece by pushing down on the cocking

handle. Check to make sure the cocking handle is not
locked in place. To do this, simply jiggle the handle
once or twice to make sure it moves freely.

7. Adjust the tension by loosening the knob until the drop
piece drops, then tighten the knob slightly (1-3.5 turns)
and raise the drop piece again. Check to make sure the
handle is not locked in place.

8.Place your hands on the patient’s forehead. (For
patients who cannot hold their heads in flexion—young
children and the elderly—place one hand under the
patient’s head for support and the other on the
forehead.)

9.Instruct the patient to push their head down against the
sling while holding their head flexed by pulling forward
on the head strap.

10. Stand far enough from the head of the table so you
can direct the mobilizing force toward the shoulders,
causing the head and sling to drop.

11.Hold the force momentarily to overcome the first reflex
action of the dynamic thrust so that the static reflex,
which lasts for hours, can be overcome by the
weighting system.

12. Re-cock the Negative Z drop piece, check to make
sure the handle is not locked in place. Check the
placement.

13. Repeat at least 2 more times, or until the head
moves on the atlas. (you should see the chin drop lower
toward the chest).
MAINTENANCE: Pettibon System recommends replacing products as needed - especially if they are under 
continuous use. If wear is noticed, replace IMMEDIATELY. Clinic use: replace often for maximum benefits. 

Flexion Drop for Skull Locked in Extension:
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Flexion Drop for Skull Locked in Flexion:

1. Have the patient lie supine on a table,
knees up and feet flat on the table.

2.Place the Negative Z so that the sling is just
below the base of the occiput, blocking the
atlas.

3.Instruct the patient to let their head fall
back over the sling.

4.Check placement of the sling if necessary.
5.Raise the Negative Z drop piece. Check to

make sure the handle is not locked in place.
6.Adjust the tension by loosening the tension

knob until the drop piece drops, then
tighten the tension knob slightly (1-3.5
turns) and raise the drop piece again.

7.Stand behind the patient's head and place
your hands on the patients forehead.

8.Instruct the patient to push their extended
head down against the sling.

9.Direct the mobilizing force downward until
the sling drops.

10. Hold the force momentarily to overcome
the first reflex action of the dynamic thrust
so that the static reflex, which lasts for
hours, can be overcome by the weighting
system.

11.Re-cock the Negative Z drop piece. Check
to make sure the handle is not locked in
place.

12. Recheck the placement of the sling.
13. Repeat until the head extends on the

atlas. This will usually require a total of at
least 3 thrusts.

Things to Remember:
The procedure is the same as that of the skull-on-atlas- flexion drop, but the 
setup is reversed. In this case, the position of the skull and the line of drive of 
the mobilization cause the skull to extend rather than flex on the atlas.
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Negative Z Advanced Uses
Negative Z Cervical Extension:

When the A–P skull-atlas and/or lower cervical spine is laterally displaced, the 
Negative Z may be used for effective correction. The lower cervical spine is rarely 
displaced in only one dimension—that is, only posteriorly. Usually it is also 
displaced laterally—away from the high shoulder—into Posture Pattern #1. In 
Posture Pattern #2, the head is tilted; in Posture Pattern #3 the head is shifted 
(translated). These patterns require that the extension mobilization be combined 
with the Y-A mobilization using the Negative Z to begin un-screwing the spinal 
displacements. 

1. Have the patient lie supine on a flat table, knees up and feet flat on the table.
2.Place the Negative Z so that the upright bars touch the patient’s shoulders and

the sling is at or below C4-C5.
3.Go to the side of the patient. Stand by the shoulder, facing his/her head.
4.Turn the patient’s head away from the acute CD angle as measured on x-ray

and/or the high- shoulder side if visual examination is used.
5.Instruct the patient to keep his/her knees up and to push against the sling.
6.Adjust the Negative Z tension by loosening the tension knob until the sling

drops, then tighten slightly (1-3.5 turns) and re-cock the drop piece. Check to
make sure the handle is not locked in place.

7.Place your hands on each side of the patient’s face, contacting the zygoma/
cheekbones and occiput, but not the TMJ or lower jaw. Place your fingers
around the back of the patient’s head, protecting it from the steel bar during the
procedure.

8.Instruct the patient to push his/her head and neck against the sling.
9.Direct the force from your legs cephalad, causing the head to extend. The head

will laterally flex automatically. NOTE: This force IS NOT a downward force
toward the table—it is a cephalic only force, directed parallel to the table.

10. Hold the force momentarily to overcome the first reflex action of the dynamic
thrust so that the static reflex, which lasts for hours, can be overcome by the
weighting system.

11.Re-cock the Negative Z, and repeat the process two more times or until the
head and neck extend easily.
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Lateral Skull-on Atlas Y Mobilization:

1. Have the patient lie supine on a table, knees up and feet flat on the table.
2.Place the Negative Z under the lower skull so that the sling blocks the atlas.
3.Turn the patient’s head away from the acute angle as measured on x-ray.

The acute skull-atlas angle is now up. This means the sling of the Negative
Z will be on the patient’s obtuse upper angle side. For visual exams, the side
the head tilted more toward is up. Tuck and hold the patient’s chin down so
the neck is in kyphosis and the sling blocks the atlas.

4.Instruct the patient to keep his/her knees flexed and push against the sling
with his/her head and neck.

5.Adjust the tension of the drop piece by loosening the knob until the patient’s
pushing force  causes the sling and head to drop, then tighten slightly (1-2.5
turns) and re-cock the drop piece. Check to make sure the handle is not
locked in place.

6.Stand on one side of the patient, facing the patient’s head.
7.Use one hand to force the top of the skull down. Make sure your hand

placement is above the ear (or above the center mass of the skull). Place the
other hand under the skull, palm down, on the top of the Negative Z. You will
use the lower hand to initiate the drop.

8.Direct the top-hand force down to cause the forward
flexed skull to laterally flex and begin correction of the acute skull-atlas
displacement.

9.Hold the force momentarily to overcome the first reflex action of the dynamic
thrust so that the static reflex, which lasts for hours, can be overcome by the
weighting system.

10. Re-cock the Negative Z. Repeat at least 2 more times, or until skull-atlas
mobilization is achieved.

Negative Z Advanced Uses
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